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Professor 'Raghavendra Gadagkar: The World At His Doorstep 
Atlanta, GA: Dr. Ragha•rendra Gadagkar1\rill 

probably be 1he last one to admit that hisj omney 
is about connecting the dow. Admittedly, he has 
had a distinguishing careen,.ith a long li~t of pres
tigious awards .. But, he has remained with the In
dian Institute of Science (DSC) Bangalore, since 
he joined the institution in1979 to do a PbD in 
J\.folecular Biology. A reRI~ of the brain drain 
tbat continues to plague Indian Institutions ev·en 
to this day[ Yet Dr Gadagkar brought the atten
tion oftbe \:O."'Orld to his doorstep. He stayed back 
in India, tmning his hobby of observing wasps 
into a career, even pioneering a theory on the sO
cial behavio:r ofinsects: through several deatde.s of 
study of the local \\-'aSp foundinSouthindiacalled 
Ropalidia marginata His seminal work has been. 
an attempt to un.c!erstand a complex 1\iorld, ofVLilat 
many are dismissive about and urmwre of, and. 
bring out the interdependent natme of its exim
enre. 

So is the evident excitement at IJSC smrotmd
ing Dr .. Gadagkar 's honor matched by the oommon 
man's undemanding about his chosen :field? Fora 
man v.ho bas spent an equal amount oftime and 
Em"..rg)' commmricating ibis v."'Ork in public lectures, 
school 'risits:, and talks uploaded on You Tube, the 
a\.,."'al"d is meaningful also because it has confeued 
the privilege ofleaming and il!lt:eraction v.ith a rich 
and di"'e.rse oo.mmunity. Dr. Gada~ remillisces 
about an episode l'.Jnen he fust as an undecgradn
ate student bad heard about the Academy of Am: 
and Sciences. In a rare occmrenre. during his early 
years in college, he chanced upon a journal pub
lished bythatpre.."1igious society; in the library at 
BangalOie Univemty. Perhaps: it was his 0\\'11 

youthful spirit that has enoouraged him to have 
faith in the sucx:eeding generations. 

Dr. Gadagkar says, "I believe that young 
people are great resomces," adding that they are 
much. more capable given the right opportunities. 
He reveals that many a time PhD applicants, amJed 
wiili his book ' Surviva1 Strategies', a simp1e guide 
to animal behavior, claim it to be an in:.1>iring :souroe 
of kno\>Jiedge, He says smiling '·R-e Curious. Be 

Dr Raghavendra Gadagkar is wel1l'7lownfor Iris ·work in the freld of animal 
behavior~ ecology and evolution. He was recently inducte.d into the 
American Academy of Arts & Sciences as a foreign honorary member. Kzs 
conversation with SUPRIYA D. G were JtUJSings about a long journey .. 

connection might cause. 
'There is fear' 'he says, ''when 
you "rant to extra:po]ate find
ings from fue animal \"\'or.ld 
into the human world because 
many people have misused 
research and imposed their 
\\ill." "look at nature. Don't 
copy het', he ad\rises. 

But the world of insects 
is a rich and complex one. ''V.>'e 
find everything here. We re.al
ire that nothing that we as 
humans are doing is new." 

Dr Gadagbr e.mts the 
need to bring backrefledionand 
introspection. This may be 
timely advice. Although his 
theory of lbe "mrured .fitness of 
retmns''bas:notinfl.uairel ~ 
discip.lines, particularly the so
cial~ fixm cnraregi\mg 
based on ahruiml aOO. relation
sh¥ that are mutually benefi
cialcanbelp look at lmman cre
ated structures critically. 

"I thutk the wasps hoM a mirror to us and nllow us to reflect on our own 
society. :n - Dr Gadagkar i-11 an i.1tterview with. science writer Kaspar 
.1l1ossnum, June U, 2009 PNAS. 

Rebellious.. Othen..,ise you cannot Succeed." This 
then, is a leaf out ofhis o"!lllife. 

For a man who divides his time ben~;een two 
seemingly disconnected and dlifecent \litorlds, Dr 
Gadagkar .hinls at the challenges that making a 

Lt came as no smprise that skeptics were 
vocal when the Centre for Contemporary Studies 
l\laS established in June 1004 on tbe premises of 
the Indian lmtitute of Science, Ba:ogalore. The. 

Centre aimed at bringing together ~la:rs from 
several disciplines to stimulate and motivate young 
researchers into well Tounded human be~. Dr 
Gadagkar talks about his fa..<cina:fion with fiction 
and htaamre l:Jeca:me it enables reflection.. "Re
flection i! a great tool" according to Gadagk.ar be
cause it "can enrich mere facts and infmmation." 
' 'HlJlllall beings con:.""iruct an artificial bounilln)r 
so that ,_,-e don't protest in our ·own minds. There 
is a readiness to acoept something 33 inevitable" 
he adds... Today the Centre is a thriving testimo
nial to the Zeitgeist of our times. 

Alleged!); science continues to operate as a 
hierarchal and iS'I01ated subject. No 'i\rhe.re is it as 
stark as in education, INhere a career in science .is 
still preferred and pure !rience subjects are supe
rior to any other field. Dr. Gad'agkar bemoans the 
f:a:ct that schools have managed to bll creativity 
and curiosity. ''I question the artificia1 methods of 
assessment," he replies to a quei}· ou l'i"hy Math
ematics is still conside-red as one of the most im
portant subjects in. schools. 'There is a rreed to 
unifY knowledge" he maintains. Dr Gadagbr 
claim=; that he likes quoting both Heraclitus and 
Deca.rtes l\rith reference to approaching Science, 
a!h'ising young researchers, ''Let's be modest. Let's 
be cautious". He is quick to clarifY that science 
can only be hegemonic because rt is proj ected as 
sucb.. He believes that fuece is. a way betwee:.n hov.· 
things exist in their contradictions and the hope to 
disoove£ more in nature. 

Finally Dr Gada:gka:r dismisses: the notion that 
a scientist must wear the mantle of science all the 
time_ He equally quashes the notion that science 
must involve tedions e."'qlei"iments l'.Jith tbe pm
pose of proving something. Long gone are the days 
when gadgets v.;er.e non -exislem and childhood 
was probably filled with idyllic c.uriosity; at least 
this is bow Dr Gadagkar remembers growing up. 
This jowney of pain.st!king observation. and learn
ing, partly aris:ing ool: of a childhood wOild, re
minds us that proceil1!:es are important, even if 
they don't ah.vays justify the means to a qwudifi
ableend. 

gadagkar
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“I think the wasps hold a mirror to us and allow us to reflect on our own society” – Professor Gadagkar in an interview

with science writer Kaspar Mossman, June 24, 2009 PNAS.

BY SUPRIYA D. G.

Dr Raghavendra Gadagkar is well known for his work in the field of animal behavior, ecology and evolution. He was recently

inducted into the American Academy of Arts & Sciences as a foreign honorary member. His conversation with this writer at
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NRI Pulse were musings about a long journey.

Atlanta, GA, May 7, 2017: Dr. Raghavendra Gadagkar will probably be the last one to admit that his journey is about connecting the

dots. Admittedly, he has had a distinguishing career with a long list of prestigious awards. But, he has remained with the Indian Institute

of Science (IISC)Bangalore, since he joined the institution in1979 to do a PhD in Molecular Biology. A reversal of the brain drain that

continues to plague Indian Institutions even to this day! Yet Dr Gadagkar brought the attention of the world to his doorstep. He stayed

back in India, turning his hobby of observing wasps into a career, even pioneering a theory on the social behavior of insects through

several decades of study of the local wasp found in South India called Ropalidia marginata. His seminal work has been an attempt to

understand a complex world,  of  what many are dismissive about  and unaware of,  and bring out  the interdependent  nature of  its

existence.

So is the evident excitement at IISC surrounding Dr. Gadagkar’s honor matched by the common man’s understanding about his chosen

field? For a man who has spent an equal amount of time and energy communicating his work in public lectures, school visits, and talks

uploaded on YouTube, the award is meaningful also because it has conferred the privilege of learning and interaction with a rich and

diverse community.  Dr.  Gadagkar  reminisces about  an episode when he first  as  an undergraduate  student  had heard  about  the

Academy of Arts and Sciences. In a rare occurrence, during his early years in college, he chanced upon a journal published by that

prestigious society, in the library at Bangalore University. Perhaps it was his own youthful spirit that has encouraged him to have faith in

the succeeding generations.

Dr.  Gadagkar  says,  “I  believe  that  young people  are  great  resources,”  adding  that  they  are  much more capable  given  the  right

opportunities. He reveals that many a time PhD applicants, armed with his book ‘Survival Strategies’, a simple guide to animal behavior,

claim it to be an inspiring source of knowledge. He says smiling “Be Curious. Be Rebellious. Otherwise you cannot Succeed.” This then,

is a leaf out of his own life.

Current Positions

 Founding Chairman of Centre for Contemporary Studies, IISC (Indian Institute of Science)Bangalore.

Year of Science Chair Professor Centre for Ecological Sciences, IISC Bangalore.

Past-President Indian National Science Academy.

‘Awards & Honors

 April 2017 elected as foreign honorary member to the American Academy of Arts & Sciences one of the oldest

and most prestigious honorary societies.

 2015  Cross of the Order of Merit, the highest  civilian award in Germany

 2012 Member of German National Academy of Sciences, Leopoldina

 2006 Foreign Associate of the National Academy of Sciences,USA

 2002 Non-Resident Permanent Fellow at the German Institute Wissenschaftskolleg zu Berlin

 1999 TWAS (The World Academy of Sciences) Prize

 1993 Shanti Swarup Bhatnagar Award, science award given annually by the Council of Scientific and Industrial

Research (CSIR) in India

 Publications include nearly 275 articles and scientific papers in renowned international journals and his

well-known book ‘Survival Strategies’ has also been translated into Chinese and Korean.

For a man who divides his time between two seemingly disconnected and different worlds, Dr Gadagkar hints at the challenges that

making a connection might cause. “There is fear” he says, “when you want to extrapolate findings from the animal world into the human

world because many people have misused research and imposed their will.” “Look at nature. Don’t copy her”, he advises.

But the world of insects is a rich and complex one. “We find everything here. We realize that nothing that we as humans are doing is

new.”

Dr Gadagkar exhorts the need to bring back reflection and introspection. This may be timely advice. Although his theory of the “assured
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fitness of returns” has not influenced other disciplines, particularly the social sciences, focus on care giving based on altruism and

relationships that are mutually beneficial can help look at human created structures critically.

It came as no surprise that skeptics were vocal when the Centre for Contemporary Studies was established in June 2004 on the

premises of  the Indian Institute of  Science,Bangalore. The Centre aimed at  bringing together scholars from several  disciplines to

stimulate and motivate young researchers into well rounded human beings. Dr Gadagkar talks about his fascination with fiction and

literature because it  enables reflection.  “Reflection is  a great  tool”  according to Gadagkar  because it  “can enrich mere facts and

information.” “Human beings construct an artificial boundary so that we don’t protest in our own minds. There is a readiness to accept

something as inevitable” he adds.  Today the Centre is a thriving testimonial to the Zeitgeist of our times.

Allegedly, science continues to operate as a hierarchical and isolated subject.  No where is it as stark as in education, where a career in

science is still preferred and pure science subjects are superior to any other field. Dr. Gadagkar bemoans the fact that schools have

managed to kill creativity and curiosity. “I question the artificial methods of assessment,” he replies to a query on why Mathematics is

still considered as one of the most important subjects in schools. “There is a need to unify knowledge” he maintains. Dr Gadagkar

claims that he likes quoting both Heraclitus and Decartes with reference to approaching Science, advising young researchers, “Let’s be

modest. Let’s be cautious”. He is quick to clarify that science can only be hegemonic because it is projected as such. He believes that

there is a way between how things exist in their contradictions and the hope to discover more in nature.

Finally Dr Gadagkar dismisses the notion that a scientist must wear the mantle of science all the time. He equally quashes the notion

that science must involve tedious experiments with the purpose of proving something. Long gone are the days when gadgets were non

-existent and childhood was probably filled with idyllic curiosity, at least this is how Dr Gadagkar remembers growing up. This journey of

painstaking observation and learning, partly arising out of a childhood world, reminds us that processes are important, even if they don’t

always justify the means to a quantifiable end.
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